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NEW QUESTION: 1
If virtualization technologies are used in a cardholder data
environment:
A. The virtualization technologies are included in scope for
PCI DSS
B. The virtualization technologies are not in scope for PCI DSS
C. Entities using virtualization technologies should complete
SAQ C
D. Virtualization technologies should not be used in the
cardholder data environment
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
When making an occupied bed, it is important for the nurse to:
A. keep the bed in the low position.
B. use a bath blanket or top sheet for warmth and privacy.
C. move back and forth from one side to the other when
adjusting the linens.
D. constantly keep side rails raised on both sides.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Using a bath blanket or top sheet keeps the client warm and
provides privacy.
Keeping the bed in the low position and working above raised
side rails might strain the nurse's back.
Continually moving back and forth to tuck and arrange linen is
time-consuming and disorganized.Basic Care and Comfort

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
The Get-ADGroup cmdlet does not include the MemberOf property.
The command above is, therefore, not valid.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/addsadminist
ration/get-adgroup?view=win10-ps
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Answer: B
Explanation:
In AWS CloudFormation, the logical ID must be alphanumeric

(A-Za-z0-9) and unique within the template. You use the logical
name to reference the resource in other parts of the template.
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/c
oncept-resources.html
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